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Abstract

This dissertation is an examination of the way and means in which the governments and citizens of the United States of America and Israel interact with each other. It is centred on the argument that despite the strong political, cultural and economic ties between the two nations, the US provides an unbalanced amount of unilateral support to Israel which has detrimental effects for all parties involved; the United States, Israel, the Middle East region in general, and numerous members of the international community. To support this argument the thesis will examine a number of areas within the realm of the US-Israeli relationship, including: Economic and military aid provided to Israel on behalf of the US; Washington’s diplomatic protection of Israel from international sanction; the role of the pro-Israel lobby in American politics and how it shapes public discourse on relations between the two countries; and the United States’ role in the Israeli military occupation of Palestine. The conclusion of the thesis will serve to summarize the overall argument of the paper and offer possible amendments to the relationship for the betterment of all parties involved.
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Chapter 1: Introduction—What is the US-Israeli Relationship?

The arena of international relations can be quite tumultuous, particularly during an economic recession such as the one the world currently faces. Indeed, the hour of the time is certainly not a prosperous one; ‘austerity’ seems to be the word of the decade and a near-certain environmental catastrophe is rapidly approaching. It is during these troublesome times in which we turn to our elected government officials to provide strength, courage and leadership. The ever-increasing globalization of the features of our daily lives have allowed for far more scrutiny and analysis of the relationships between governments than ever before, at a time when such examination is crucial. Despite the multitude opportunities to adequately appraise the foreign policy of their government, many citizens of the United States of America are participating less and less in civil society; a trend which can and does have adverse effects not only for Americans themselves, but for the populations of those countries where American foreign policy has sufficient influence.¹ There is little doubt that the United States maintains a global hegemony in the three ‘pillars’ of the human experience; politics, economics and culture. It is for this very reason why both the citizens of the US and the international community at large must be cognizant as to how the American government interacts with the governments of the rest of the world. With few exceptions, the US generally maintains friendly and positive overall relations with the global community, but one country in particular has held immense favour in the eyes of America and its politicians, particularly in the twenty-first century; Israel. According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS) report for Congress on US-Israeli relations, “Since 1948, the United States and Israel have developed a close friendship based on democratic values, religious affinities, and

security interests.” Bilateral relations between the US and Israel are vast; the connections amongst governmental institutions and civil society run strong between the two nations and have done so following the formation of the Israeli state. Both countries share deep social and cultural associations, they participate in security dialogues and joint military planning exercises, bilateral science and technology development programs, as well as cultural and educational services. The US and Israel also maintain a healthy economic relationship and the United States is in fact, Israel’s largest single trading partner. Because of such strong ties, the US annually provides a prodigious amount of financial aid to Israel in the form of economic assistance and military subsidies. In the fiscal year of 2012, the US provided Israel with $3.1 billion to reflect the “unshakable commitment of the United States to Israel’s security.”

It is exorbitant figures like these, along with many other facets of the US-Israeli relationship which are quite contentious amongst both critics and supporters. In addition to economic and military aid, the Government in Washington DC provides Israel with an unprecedented amount of diplomatic support and protection. From the years 1972 until 2006, the US vetoed forty-two resolutions of the United Nations Security Council which had denounced Israel. This amounts to more vetoes than the combined total of all other vetoes cast by the remaining Security Council members over the same period. It also amounted to more than half of all US vetoes cast during these years. Diplomatic support to such an extent is quite controversial, mostly due to the fact that a large number of the UN Assembly resolutions and Security Council sanctions aimed at Israel are in lieu of their aggressive behaviour in both foreign and domestic policies towards neighbouring countries, as well as

---


the Occupied Territories of the Gaza Strip and West Bank. Supporters of the current US-Israeli relationship would argue that such enormous support towards Israel is necessary due to the hostile geographic area in which Israel is located. Indeed, Israel is faced with common rocket attacks from ‘terrorist’ cell groups and has neighbour nation-states (particularly Iran) who openly support such activities. Former-Senator (D-NY) and former-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, while speaking to a chapter of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) in New York, said that, “Israel is a beacon of what’s right in a neighbourhood overshadowed by the wrongs of radicalism, extremism, despotism and terrorism.” While the threat of violence Israel faces on a daily basis is all quite real, many critics of Washington’s enormous amount of financial, military and diplomatic support claim that such aid only perpetuates unrest towards Israel and such resources could be better appropriated for conciliatory purposes. One thing, however, is certain; the United States, with very few exceptions, has shown a lopsided amount of unwavering support for the State of Israel. The unconditional support with which the US provides Israel is most certainly detrimental to not only America’s interests, but to Israel’s interests and to the overall stability of the Middle East region, as well as the global community. This largesse on behalf of the US towards Israel fuels anti-Americanism throughout the Arab world; further increasing the risk of international terrorism and inhibiting Washington’s ability to deal with other potential issues in the region. It also discourages Arab leaders from cooperating openly with the US and seriously inhibits diplomatic security.7

The United States has also been a key player in the protracted Israel-Palestinian peace process; a hotly debated situation which to this day remains unresolved. Washington’s failure to place any meaningful pressure on Israel to end its military occupation of Palestine has further perpetuated dissent and animosity in not only the Middle East, but in the global

---

6 Remarks by Hillary Clinton to the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), February 1, 2007, quoted in Mearsheimer & Walt, The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, p. 4.
7 Mearsheimer & Walt, The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, p. 8.
political spectrum as well. The way in which the US-Israeli relationship operates on this issue in its current form is not in accordance with the high standard of democracy for which the citizens of both nations and the Palestinian population deserve. It has reached a point where politicians in the highest levels of the US government are unwilling to publicly criticize Israel’s policies, even when many Israeli citizens and other members of the global community have been quite disapproving of the Israeli government’s actions.

This passiveness on behalf of the US government is primarily due to political pressure from one of the most important features of the US-Israeli relationship; a group known as the Israel lobby. The Israel lobby is a loose term for the individuals and organizations who actively attempt to promote favourable US foreign policy legislation which would directly benefit the State of Israel. The power and influence of the Israel lobby in Washington cannot be understated; indeed the famed Harvard law professor and pro-Israel supporter Alan Dershowitz wrote that his generation of Jews “became part of what is perhaps the most effective lobbying and fundraising effort in the history of democracy.”

Publicly addressing the US-Israeli relationship and the Israel lobby’s role in the partnership has been extremely difficult. This is perhaps due to the lobby itself; many of its organizations and most ardent supporters are quick to challenge those who are critical of the lobby’s influence or the current nature of Washington’s relationship with Israel. There are a number of nations who today still refuse to recognize Israel as a legitimate state and, with the memories of the Holocaust and a legacy of world-wide anti-Semitism still fresh in the minds of many Jews, the questioning or criticism of the Israeli government’s policies may appear to some pro-Israel supporters as an equivalent of questioning the legitimacy of Israel’s right to exist. It is imperative however, that the nature of US-Israeli relations in the twenty-first century be examined objectively; sensitive issues such as the role America plays in enabling the dire situation in Palestine is

---

8 Alan Dershowitz, Chutzpah (Boston, 1991), p. 16.
9 Mearsheimer & Walt, The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, p. 11.
difficult to discuss. Sensitive issues deserve more scrutiny, not less. These affairs are pertinent for the American public, the Israeli public, and for the populations of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, it is a matter of life and death. From the evidence available it is clear that the US-Israel relationship in its current form is detrimental, not beneficial, to all parties involved.
Chapter 2: A Historical Overview of US-Israeli Relations

The State of Israel was officially founded on May 14, 1948. The idea of its creation, its foundation as a state and sustenance as a nation has been marred in violence. It is certainly a testimony to the resilience of the Jewish people that they have been able to prosper in the aftermath of a nightmare such as the Nazi Holocaust and in the continuous face of threats from its neighbouring countries. Following World War II and in lieu of the Holocaust, international pressure mounted on Great Britain to make good on their intentions contained in the ‘Balfour Declaration’ of 1917, which stated that, “His Majesty's Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object.”\(^{10}\) The establishment of a Zionist state was quite contentious, as many Arabs living in the Palestine Mandate had taken exception to such a proposal. However, the British determined that the Palestine issue was unmanageable and ceded control of the territory over to the United Nations, who in turn decided with Resolution 181 to partition the territory into two states; one Jewish and one Arab, with sovereignty over the contested city of Jerusalem given to the UN.\(^{11}\) The Jewish community in Palestine had for some time prior to the UN recommendation begun establishing political, social and economic institutions in preparation for the creation of a Zionist state and on May 15, 1948, a day after the British mandate over Palestine had ended, the United States officially recognized the State of Israel.\(^{12}\)


Initial US sponsorship of Israel did not come easy, however. The Department of State, although it did support Resolution 181, recommended that the UN establish a trusteeship which would place limits on Jewish immigration to Palestine, and divide the area into Jewish and Arab provinces, but not independent states. This was due a concern about the increasing possibility of Soviet influence in the Arab world at the time and the effect it would have on the United States’ ability to access essential oil reserves from Arab producers. Many Arab nations did not support the partition of Palestine, as it was perceived to be too favourable towards the Jewish population. The State Department thought it imperative to maintain friendly relations with Arab oil producers; full support of the US towards the creation of an Israeli state would certainly hinder such an affinity. Amidst the war clouds brewing amongst Palestinian Arabs and Palestinian Jews and despite the recommendation of the State Department to take a more even-handed approach, President Harry S. Truman decided to fully support Resolution 181 and officially recognize the newly formed State of Israel.

The Rapid Evolution of US-Israeli Relations in the Twentieth Century

Despite Truman’s initial support for the foundation of the Israeli state, both his and the subsequent Eisenhower administrations were aware of the fact that too much support for Israel would be detrimental to US-Arab relations and provide an opportunity for the Soviet Union to achieve significant influence in the Middle East. Diplomatic relations between the United States and Israel were quite frosty throughout the 1950s; they were certainly nowhere near as friendly and US support was not as unquestioning as it is today. Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion lobbied heavily for his state to establish closer ties with Washington during this time period but to little avail; US economic aid was minimal and military

---

13 UN General Assembly Resolution #181, November 27, 1947.
assistance was virtually non-existent. The Eisenhower administration, which had entered office in 1953, simply did not want close relations with Israel. In fact, a number of diplomatic disputes arose between the United States and Israel throughout the 1950s. An incident in 1953 provided one such instance, when Israel began its National Water Carrier project. This project diverted water from the Jordan River and had quite a detrimental impact on a number of Palestinian farms and mills, as well as land in Syria. When Israel ignored a UN Security Council resolution calling for a halt to the water diversion, the United States stepped in and threatened to withhold all economic support to Israel while the project continued. Additionally, it threatened to end aid channelled to Israel by the Foreign Operations Administration and insisted on tying the aid with Israel’s behaviour.

Another such instance occurred when Israel refused to withdraw from the territory it had seized from Egypt in the Suez War of 1956. In response to this stance, US President Dwight Eisenhower threatened to block all public and private aid to Israel. David Ben-Gurion quickly retracted his stance on the conquered territory and agreed to relinquish the territorial gains, but not until after an aggressive Israeli support campaign was launched in the US which led to Eisenhower losing much congressional support and forcing him to make a public speech justifying his decision to withhold aid unless a compromise was reached.

The 1960s however was the period of a new era in US-Israeli relations, one which saw the first major commitment on behalf of the United States towards Israel’s security. Senior Fellow for the Council of Foreign Relations Warren Bass writes that the Kennedy administration “constitutes the pivotal presidency in US-Israeli relations, the hinge that swung decisively away from the chilly association of the 1950s and toward the full-bloom

16 Levey, ‘Israel’s Quest for a Security Guarantee From the United States’, p. 43
18 Mearsheimer & Walt, The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, p. 25.
alliance we know today.”

In fact, John F. Kennedy himself told Israeli Foreign Minister Golda Meir in 1962 that the US “has a special relationship with Israel in the Middle East really comparable only to that which it has with Britain over a wide range of world affairs...I think it is quite clear that in case of an invasion, the United States would come to the support of Israel. We have that capacity and it is growing.”

Kennedy followed this assessment by authorizing the first major sale of US weaponry to Israel in the form of HAWK anti-aircraft missiles in 1962. The sale of these missiles held extra significance due to the fact that maintaining such an anti-aircraft defence system of cemented Israel’s military dependence on the United States; Israeli soldiers required extensive training within the US and also relied on the American military for spare parts to upkeep their newly obtained hardware.

The HAWK missile sale and other military transactions between the United States and Israel during the Kennedy administration essentially paved the road for how subsequent administrations would treat Israel. US aid to Israel averaged $63 million annually from the years 1949 to 1965, in which 95% of such aid was earmarked for development assistance and food. From the years 1966 through 1970, the amount of aid provided to Israel nearly doubled, averaging $102 million annually; this included an increase in military loans accounting for nearly half of the overall sum. From 1971 through 2005, US aid to Israel has averaged over $2 billion annually. With the exception of the 1950s; each decade following the formation of the Israeli state has seen a progression in the amount of economic aid and military assistance provided to Israel on behalf of the United States. Not only has the monetary amount of support drastically increased, but it has done so in light of Israel pursuing a

---

number of aggressive foreign and domestic policies which are contrary to the official stance of the United States. The US government in the modern day does not condone Israel’s colonization of the Occupied Territories, but it has done very little to publicly pressure the Israeli government to amend their unpopular policies; and it certainly has not threatened to withhold any substantial amount of the enormous assistance payments it so generously provides.

To look back upon the rapidity with which US-Israeli relations progressed during the twentieth century is quite astonishing. The United States has taken akin to Israel as if it was the fifty-first state of the union. It is quite natural for independent nations, with similar cultures, values, and norms to develop close societal relationships. But one would be hard pressed to find a situation in modern history that mimics the way in which US-Israeli relations has evolved. The affair has gotten so big, so fast, that it has become difficult to define its limits.
Chapter 3: Economic Aid, Military Subsidies and Diplomatic Protection

Israel, since its foundation as a modern state in 1948, has been the largest cumulative recipient of US foreign assistance in the post-war era. To date (as of April 2013), Israel has received $118 billion of bilateral aid from the US in current, non-inflation-adjusted dollars.\textsuperscript{24} The majority of this aid has been provided in the form of military assistance, but there have been instances in the past in which significant economic assistance was also provided. Jeremy Sharp, a specialist in Middle Eastern affairs, reports in a brief for Congress on behalf of the Congressional Research Service, that:

For many years, US economic aid helped subsidize a lackluster Israeli economy, but since the rapid expansion of Israel’s high-tech sector in the 1990s (partially sparked by US-Israeli scientific cooperation), Israel has been considered a fully industrialized nation. Consequently, Israel and the United States agreed to gradually phase out economic grant aid to Israel. In FY2008, Israel stopped receiving bilateral Economic Support Fund (ESF) grants. It had been a large-scale recipient of grant ESF assistance since 1971.\textsuperscript{25}

As mentioned in the introduction, the official figure given by the US State Department is that Israel receives $3.1 billion annually in bilateral assistance, but the actual sum of the annual payments, as well as the total overall amount provided over the years is in reality considerably higher.\textsuperscript{26} This is due to the more amicable circumstances in which Israel receives its aid from the US as compared to other countries. One such form of these favourable terms is that repayment of military debts between the two countries is quite often forgone. Clyde Mark of the Congressional Research Service states that:

\textsuperscript{24} Sharp, ‘U.S. Foreign Aid to Israel’

\textsuperscript{25} Sharp, ‘U.S. Foreign Aid to Israel’, p. 3.

\textsuperscript{26} ‘U.S. Relations with Israel: Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs Fact Sheet’, November 2012.
The US government has waived repayment of aid to Israel that was originally categorized as loans . . . Israel preferred that the aid be in the form of loans, rather than grants, to avoid having a US military contingent in Israel to oversee a grant program. Since 1974, some or all of US military aid to Israel has been in the form of loans for which repayment is waived. Technically, the assistance is called loans, but as a practical matter, the military aid is a grant.27

Israel receives other forms of exclusive treatment in its aid packages not only by means of how and when it obtains such assistance, but also where it is permitted to spend the money. Sharp also notes that:

Strong congressional support for Israel has resulted in Israel receiving benefits not available to any other countries; for example, Israel can use some US military assistance for both research and development in the United States and for military purchases from Israeli manufactures. In addition, US assistance earmarked for Israel is generally delivered in the first 30 days of the fiscal year, while most other recipients normally receive aid in instalments. In addition to receiving US State Department-administered foreign assistance, Israel also receives funds from annual defence appropriations bills for rocket and missile defence programs.28

Providing Israel with a massive lump sum at the beginning of each fiscal year is certainly not in the best interests of the United States or its taxpaying public; such a policy requires the American government to borrow the money up front resulting in the accumulation of debt based on the interest of the borrowings. The overall cost to the American tax payer in order to provide Israel with its aid at the beginning of each fiscal year is estimated to be between $50 million and $60 million annually.29 In this scenario, the US taxpayer’s loss is clearly the Israeli taxpayer’s gain; Israel is able to invest the unused portion of this funding and gain

28 Sharp, ‘U.S. Foreign Aid to Israel’.
interest on the money until it is needed. Israel typically invests this money in US Treasury bonds, an investment which the US government is in turn obligated to pay interest on.\textsuperscript{30}

Other benefits include the use of Cash Flow Financing in the transfer of Foreign Military Financing (FMF) funds; this allows for Israel to have much greater flexibility for when it needs to appropriate money to pay for multi-year purchases from the US military. The US Government Accountability Office (GAO) has determined in a report on auditing and financial management that the use Cash Flow Financing when paying for FMF purchases “permits a country to order more defense goods and services than it normally could because less money must be reserved when a contract is signed.”\textsuperscript{31} Economic Support Funds (ESF) transfers on behalf of the United States go directly to the Israeli government; for most other countries, the US designates this funding for specific projects where the money is to be spent. This does not happen with Israel and as a result, there is no way to account for how American ESF money is spent by the Israeli government. In addition to these perks, Israel is able to offset some of the cost on its FMF purchases by having US military contractors purchase components or materials from Israeli firms. Israel is also allowed to purchase weaponry from privately owned military supply companies, whereas most other countries buying arms from the US must purchase them from the Department of Defense. There have also been instances where the Israeli military has been able to use FMF funds to conduct research and development projects within their own country, as well as using such funds to purchase military equipment from privately owned Israeli military contractors.\textsuperscript{32}

It is obvious that the US government is quite generous in its loans and grants to Israel, but it is not just the government who contributes to Israel’s financial well-being. A large amount of private donations and other such economic support comes from American citizens,

approximately $2 billion per year; half of which is direct payment and the other half of which is through the purchase of Israeli Government Bonds.\textsuperscript{33} The US government does however support such ‘philanthropy’, as Congress has tax-empted the purchase of Israeli State bonds as well as private donations to many of Israel’s charities. Private donations to charities in most other countries are not tax exemptible.\textsuperscript{34}

Private contributions to Israel from American organisations and other individuals are not always for charitable purposes, however. Former Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres disclosed the fact that a number of American Jews had helped finance Israel’s clandestine nuclear program during the 1950s and 1960s.\textsuperscript{35} More recently in 2005, it was revealed that the World Zionist Organisation (WZO), an international body representing those of Zionist political aspiration, was participating in a multitude of illegal activities, particularly using its received donations (much of which comes from American Jewish organisations and pro-Israel supporters) to organize the creation of unauthorized settlements in the Occupied Territories.\textsuperscript{36} A report issued by Institute for Research: Middle Eastern Policy (IRMEP) further confirmed this and noted that:

At least US $60 billion has been spent financing illegal settlements in the occupied West Bank and Gaza...the Israeli government has systematically violated its own laws by financing settlements from foreign donations, the official state budget and secret military accounts...Opaque and fungible assets freed up by massive yearly US foreign aid to Israel are pouring into settlement development and infrastructure building designed to partition key Palestinian territories and annex others to the State of Israel.\textsuperscript{37}

\textsuperscript{33} Mark, ‘Israel: U.S. Foreign Assistance’.
\textsuperscript{34} Mearsheimer & Walt, \textit{The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy}, p. 29.
Israeli charities operate beyond the reach of US auditors, so determining the final destination for support that is initially deemed to be charitable can be quite a difficult task. Other organizations that have been identified as tax-exempt donors to illegal settlement activity include the Christian Friends of Israel, the American Friends of the College of Judea and Samaria, and the One Israel Fund, Inc. These organisations have collectively contributed millions of dollars to finance illegal activity in the Occupied Territories.38

Despite the various forms of economic assistance the US provides to Israel, the bulk of such aid is in the form of military support. Indeed, since 1975, the United States has been committed to maintaining Israel’s security and military dominance in the Middle East. According to the Israel-United States Memorandum of Understanding in 1975:

The United States Government will make every effort to be fully responsive, within the limits of its resources and Congressional authorization and appropriation, on an ongoing and long-term basis, to Israel’s military equipment and other defense requirements...The United States is resolved to continue to maintain Israel’s defensive strength through the supply of advanced types of equipment, such as the F-16 aircraft.39

The commitment detailed in this memorandum to supply Israel with advance weapons systems and military equipment in the long-term proved to be quite accurate.

Israel has been involved in numerous military confrontations with its neighbouring countries since the foundation of the Israeli state; this has involved skirmishes and wars with Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and an ongoing struggle against paramilitary groups within the Palestinian territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. It is official policy of the Obama Administration that the United States must help maintain Israel’s Qualitative Military Edge (QME) over the neighbouring militaries in the Middle East, in the event that another

---

38 ‘US Tax-Exempt Contributions to Israel’.
confrontation may arise. According to the Naval Vessel Transfer Authority Act in 2012, QME is defined as:

The ability to counter and defeat any credible military threat from any individual state or possible coalition of states or from non-state actors, while sustaining minimal damages and casualties, through the use of superior military means, possessed in sufficient quantity, including weapons, command, control, communication, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities that in their technical characteristics are superior in capability to those of such other individual or possible coalition of states or non-state actors.40

This policy has been reflected in more recent legislature which has passed through the American Congress, most notably the ‘United States-Israel Enhanced Security Cooperation Act’ (P.L. 112-150); an act which reiterates the Washington’s stance to “help the Government of Israel preserve its qualitative military edge amid rapid and uncertain regional political transformation” by seeking to “enhance the capabilities of the Governments of the United States and Israel to address emerging common threats, increase security cooperation, and expand joint military exercises.”41 The provisions which help sustain Israel’s QME in the Middle East have included the subsidization of a number of multi-tiered, high-tech anti-missile weapons defense systems, including; the ‘Iron Dome’, ‘David’s Sling’, ‘Arrow’ and ‘Arrow II’, the High Altitude Missile Defense System (also known as ‘Arrow III’), as well as a sophisticated radar system known as the AN/TPY-2 X-Band, or simply, ‘X-Band Radar’.42 Jeremy Sharp of the Congressional Research Service states that “US military aid has helped

42 Sharp, ‘U.S. Foreign Aid to Israel’, pp 8-12.
transform Israel’s armed forces into one of the most technologically sophisticated militaries in the world.”

One of the more contentious issues of Middle Eastern politics in more recent times is the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The United States invaded Iraq in 2003 under the premise that Saddam Hussein had been stockpiling weapons of mass destruction (WMD), a number of countries in the region currently have nuclear capabilities (Israel, Pakistan and India) and other countries, namely Iran, are attempting to acquire such technology. There is no question that due to the enormity of extremist violence which occurs in the region, nuclear weapons should have no place in the Middle East or South Asian areas. The United States has successfully pressured numerous nation-states to sign the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968, but has failed to do so with Israel; to this day, Israel still has not signed the NPT nor made a commitment to refrain from producing nuclear and other WMD. Dr. Avner Cohen, Senior Fellow at the Center for International and Security Studies at the University of Maryland, writes that “Although Israel has not acknowledged possessing NW [nuclear weapons] and has declared that it ‘will not be the first to introduce nuclear weapons to the Middle East’, the existence of the Israeli bomb has been the world’s worst kept secret since about 1970”, also noting that “To this day, the Israeli government has issued no statement on biological arms control, and it has neither signed nor ratified the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention.” Israel’s defiance of the international consensus in regards to nuclear weapons has potentially devastating consequences for the security of the Middle East and indeed the rest of the world. This defiance, combined with Israel’s overtly aggressive tendencies towards its neighbours, encourages, not deters, other nations in the region to pursue WMD. General Lee Butler, former commander in chief of the US Strategic Command (STRATCOM), notes

---

43 Sharp, ‘U.S. Foreign Aid to Israel’, p. 3.
that Israel is a “perfect illustration of the short-sightedness that surrounds this issue of whether or not nations should acquire nuclear capability . . . it is dangerous in the extreme that in the cauldron of animosities that we call the Middle East, one nation has armed itself, ostensibly, with stockpiles of nuclear weapons, perhaps numbering in the hundreds, and that that inspires other nations to do so”, also noting that “I cannot imagine any regional quarrel or conflict that is or will be made easier to resolve by the presence or the further introduction of nuclear weapons.”

The United States has over the course of many decades, subsidized the military of a country whom not only pursues aggressive, expansionist foreign and domestic policies with its neighbours, but also refuses to cooperate with the international consensus and agree to legislation regarding the disposal of nuclear weapons. The implications from this behaviour are quite clear; The US indirectly encourages other nations in the Middle East to pursue nuclear weapons programs through its apathy towards Israel’s weapons capabilities. This is most certainly not an expressed, official stance or policy of the United States, but it is, in reality, a ‘fact on the ground’.

It is no secret that the United States favours Israel within the realm of international diplomatic relations. The US is arguably the most influential permanent member of the United Nations Security Council and in holding such a position, Washington has used its clout to provide an unprecedented amount of diplomatic support and protection to the State of Israel. This holds true more so now in the twentieth century than in decades past, as the gravity of Israel’s treatment towards the populations in the Occupied Territories becomes more known throughout the international community. Stephen Lendman, writing on behalf of the Centre for Research on Globalization, states that Israel’s longstanding policy in regards to

---

Palestine “reflects slow-motion genocide.”⁴⁷ In spite of such descriptions of Israeli policy being commonplace and generally accepted throughout academic community, the United States has on numerous instances during the past decade contradicted its own policy in regards to Israel’s actions in the Occupied Territories, and provided diplomatic protection through the UN. Avi Shlaim, Emeritus Professor of International Relations at the University of Oxford, states that America is indeed subservient to Israel because of the way in which the US government politically isolates and contradicts itself by defending Israel’s policies. He notes that:

In February 2011 the UN Security Council voted on a resolution condemning Israeli settlement expansion in the West Bank. Fourteen members voted in favour and only the US voted against. Now the official US position is that the settlements are illegal and an obstacle to peace. So the veto of this resolution was tantamount to a vote against the Americans’ own policy.⁴⁸

Another example of Washington’s duplicitous behaviour occurred in September 2011 when the Palestinian Authority made its bid for enhanced status in the United Nations. The United States has publicly supported the creation of a Palestinian state, and indeed both former President George W. Bush and current president Barack Obama have both publicly expressed their personal desires for Palestinian self-determination; however, when the Palestinian Authority made its bid for upgraded status, the US joined Israel in threatening dire consequences if the Palestinians proceeded any further.⁴⁹ In fact, the United States had vowed

---

⁴⁹ Shlaim, ‘V is For Veto’.
to veto any application, and subsequently prohibiting any chance of Palestine obtaining full membership in the UN.\textsuperscript{50}

The United States government has taken this contradictory stance even in General Assembly resolutions, which are nonbinding and mostly symbolic. An example of this occurred in late 2004, during which the UN General Assembly passed Resolution 59/124, a piece of legislation which \textit{“Demands [emphasis in original]} that Israel, the occupying power, cease all practices and actions which violate the human rights of the Palestinian people, respect human rights law and comply with its obligations”, also condemning the \textit{“killing of Palestinian civilians and the widespread demolition of homes by Israel.”}\textsuperscript{51} This resolution passed by a vote of 149-7; Australia, the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Nauru and Palau being the five countries that joined the US and Israel in opposing the resolution.\textsuperscript{52}

Washington has also stifled the attempts of an international body known as the ‘Quartet’ (The US, UN, EU and Russia) to proceed with diplomatic negotiations regarding the Israel-Palestine conflict. Following the invasion of Iraq in 2003, the Quartet issued what is known as its ‘road-map’ to establishing a viable Palestinian state alongside Israel. Unfortunately, due to the Bush administration’s appeasement of the Israeli government, the road-map did not lead to any tangible solution.\textsuperscript{53} In fact, former chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations Mortimer Zuckerman openly dismissed the strategy of the Quartet, claiming that it was a \textit{“road map to nowhere.”}\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{52} Mearsheimer \& Walt, \textit{The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy}, p. 41.
\textsuperscript{53} Shlaim, \textit{‘V is for Veto’}.
It is quite apparent that the United States, at the cost of its own diplomatic credibility and reputation, has gone to considerable lengths to protect and isolate Israel from any type of international sanction. Strong cultural and economic ties have existed between the two nations, and there should be some level of regard to acknowledge the prosperous relationship that has developed as a result. However, the United States are acting in blatant contradiction of the principles which it demands all of its citizens abide by; fair and honest democracy. The US is using its financial and military muscle, as well as its omnipotent diplomatic power in the form of a Security Council veto, to allow the government of Israel to pursue policies which are unsatisfactory to the international consensus. Every time the United States vetoes an overwhelming majority of the UN in condemning Israeli policy, it is undermining the credibility of that institution and further enabling a most unsavoury form of modern imperialism to exist in the world today. There are many identifiable reasons for why the US provides such security, but there exists an entity that maintains an enormous influence in American political affairs; the pro-Israel lobby. The sway which the Israel lobby holds over many US politicians is the driving force behind American foreign policy towards Israel and the Middle East region in general.
Chapter 4: The Pro-Israel Lobby

It should first be noted that there is nothing illegal or conspiratorial about the pro-Israel lobby in US politics. There are countless instances throughout modern history of unfound accusations against those of the Jewish faith or pro-Zionist/pro-Israel tendencies that they indeed wish to ‘control’ or manipulate the worlds’ governments for a more sinister purpose.55 There is no basis or place for such arguments in any type of astute disquisition; those of a pro-Israel political stock participate in American politics by the same standard which all other interest groups do. J. J. Goldberg, the editor-at-large for the Jewish newspaper Forward, summarizes the nature of the Israel lobby in US political life: “It seems as though we’re forced to choose between Jews holding vast and pernicious control or Jewish influence being non-existent. Somewhere in the middle is a reality that none wants to discuss, which is that there is a Jewish community made up of a group of organizations and public figures that’s part of the political rough-and-tumble. There’s nothing wrong with playing the game like everybody else.”56

The term “Israel lobby” is a common phrase within public discourse. Renowned professors of political science and international relations John Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt, define in their book The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, the Israel lobby as a “convenient shorthand term for the loose coalition of individuals and organizations that actively work to shape US foreign policy in a pro-Israel direction.”57 The Israel lobby is a general interest group amongst hundreds of other interest groups all vying for political attention and approbation from America’s elected representatives; the general term however
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55 See, for example, Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (London, 1992), p. 620. Other examples include Henry Ford, The International Jew (Detroit, 1920), and the notorious anti-Semitic forgery from Sergius Nilus, The Protocols of the Elders of Zion (Honolulu, 2003).
57 Mearsheimer & Walt, The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, p 112.
can be misleading, as it includes individuals and organizations who do not participate in formal lobbying activity. Because there is a vast amount of activities and services provided for the benefit of Israel across such a broad spectrum of American society, it would more accurate to characterise the lobby as a pro-Israel ‘movement’ or ‘community’. However the connotation is used, the Israel lobby is separated from its counterparts in other interest groups due to the sheer effectiveness in which it operates; there can be no doubt that Israel receives incomparable treatment amongst all other countries with active lobbies in US politics. This can be partly attributed to the unshakeable faith and commitment that many American Jews have towards their ethnic homeland of Israel. Historian and political strategist Steven T. Rosenthal states that “there has been no other country whose citizens have been as committed to the success of another country as American Jews have been to Israel.” It is not solely Jews, however, that comprise of the Israel lobby; a number of Gentile political commentators and public figures are decidedly pro-Israel, and a contingent of people known as ‘Christian Zionists’ are quite active in fundraising and other methods of maintaining US support for Israel. Reverend Dr. Donald Wagner, who is the executive director of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies at North Park University, defines Christian Zionism as “a movement within Protestant fundamentalism that understands the modern state of the country-region Israel as the fulfilment of Biblical prophecy and thus deserving of political, financial, and religious support.” There is no small amount of Christian Zionists, either; it is estimated that these views are shared by 20-25 million people. Overall, Jews and Gentiles both have proven quite capable of creating and maintaining enormous US support for the State of Israel.
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There are numerous civic organizations working in American society to directly benefit Israel and strengthen US-Israeli ties. Perhaps the largest and most well-known pro-Israel organization is the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). The AIPAC is self-described as “America’s leading pro-Israel lobby” and “works with Democrats, Republicans, and Independents to enact public policy that enhances the US-Israel relationship . . . AIPAC urges all members of Congress to support Israel through foreign aid, government partnerships, joint anti-terrorism efforts and the promotion of a negotiated two-state solution—a Jewish state of Israel and a demilitarized Palestinian state.”\(^2\) It has been quite active on Capitol Hill in the past, and remains so to this day. The AIPAC has lobbied for numerous bills which have recently passed through Congress, including: H.R. 5856 (Department of Defense Appropriations Act 2013), H.R. 850 (Nuclear Iran Prevention Act 2013), H.R. 938 (United States-Israel Strategic Partner Act 2013) and H.R. 933 (Scientific Appropriations Act 2013).\(^3\) To say that the AIPAC holds considerable ‘influence’ over many members of Congress would be an understatement. A number of journalists have reported on the prominence which the AIPAC asserts over members of the US government. Michael Massing once reported that a member of the congressional staff expressed to him that “We can count on well over half the House [Of Representatives]—250 to 300 members—to do reflexively whatever AIPAC wants.”\(^4\) Jeffery Goldberg wrote in an article for the New Yorker that he had shared dinner with former AIPAC official Steve Rosen, and at one point during the meal, Rosen slipped a napkin in front of Goldberg and stated that “You see this napkin? In twenty-four hours, we could have the signatures of seventy senators on this napkin.”\(^5\)


The AIPAC does not make direct campaign contributions to potential US politicians, but it most certainly does have a significant influence on which candidates receive money. According to the Center for Responsive Politics (CRP), in 2008, “pro-Israel entities spent $3,235,486 on lobbying”, of which the “AIPAC accounted for nearly $2.5 million of that amount.”66 The AIPAC is able to manipulate the flow of political money by posting on its website which way members of congress voted on legislation pertaining to issues that are considered important within the organization. It also produces a periodical known as the AIPAC Insider, a publication which handicaps close political races. Such information is routinely viewed by thousands upon thousands of potential political donors; this combined with the fact that between the years of 2000 and 2004, the 50 members of the AIPAC board donated an average of $72,000 each to campaigns and political action committees, provides the safe assumption that the AIPAC has considerable sway over the lawmakers of the United States.67 As the CRP’s Steven Weiss stated: “If you are a candidate and you get the pro-Israel label from AIPAC, the money will start coming in from contributors all over the country.”68

Other prominent and influential organizations within the Israel lobby include, but are certainly not limited to: the American Jewish Congress, the Zionist Organization of America, the Anti-Defamation League, the American Jewish Committee, Americans for a Safe Israel, American Friends of the Likud, the Religious Action Center for Reform Judaism, Mercaz-USA and Hadassah.69 There also exists a governing body for many of America’s pro-Israel groups which is known as the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations. The Conference of Presidents represents fifty-two national Jewish agencies and describes itself as “the voice of organized American Jewry” which works to forge

“diverse groups into a unified force for Israel’s well-being” and also acting as “the central forum for key American, Israeli and other world leaders to address critical issues of concern to the American Jewish community.”

Despite the significance and seemingly colossal status of American Jewish organizations in US political discourse, there is however a paradoxical element to the continued prosperity of such groups. Organizations such as the AIPAC, ZOA and the American Jewish Congress, which were originally created to protect and aid Israel, are now dependant on the strength of the State of Israel and its governmental policies to ensure the continuation of the groups themselves. Chaim Waxman, the Professor Emeritus of Sociology and Jewish Studies at Rutgers University, argues that “Many American Jewish organizations now need Israel to legitimate their own existence. Although these organizations may have been established for the purpose of enhancing and strengthening Israel, today Israel is vital for their continued viability. This is another manifestation of the classical process of organizational goal displacement, wherein the original goal for which an organization was created is displaced, once the organization comes into existence, with the goal of maintaining the organization itself.” By tacitly supporting and working to further cement Israel’s more unsavoury policies, the lobby in effect affirms its own survivability and, in order to maintain such a high position within society, the lobby reflexively combats all elements which threaten its continuity.

The Israel lobby and the numerous organizations which form its core have exhibited a remarkable influence in regards to which candidates do and do not receive certain government positions. The lobby is notorious for eliminating its perceived enemies within the political discourse of society; particularly those who are publicly critical of Israel or its relationship with the United States. A prime example of this would be in 2009, when Charles

W. Freeman Jr. was pressured into removing himself from consideration for a top intelligence position in the US government. In an article entitled “Israel Stance Was Undoing of Nominee for Intelligence Post”, the New York Times quotes Freeman himself as saying he was victim of a concerted campaign by the “Israel lobby” and that “Israel is driving itself toward a cliff, and it is irresponsible not to question Israeli policy and to decide what is best for the American people.”

Political pressure against Freeman came from a number of sources; former AIPAC official Steven J. Rosen started the ruckus when he made an internet blog post criticising the potential nominee. The Zionist Organization of America sent out an ‘action alert’ memo which urged all members of Congress to investigate Freeman’s professional conduct and a number of prominent, pro-Israel US lawmakers, including Senator Charles Schumer and Representative Steve Israel made telephone calls to the White House to express their displeasure over the possibility of Freeman’s appointment.

The lobby is also capable of keeping their ‘enemies’ out of office by providing generous sums of money to the political campaigns of the opponents of such people. In 2002, Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney (D-GA), lost her seat to a relatively unknown candidate named Denise Majette, due to Majette receiving far greater campaign funding from numerous pro-Israel political action committees (PACs). McKinney was disliked amongst many pro-Israel voters and political donors because of her views towards Israel (which were deemed somewhat hostile). She lost an additional election campaign in 2006 due to strikingly similar circumstances; Hank Johnson, her opponent in the 2006 race, received vastly superior funding from several pro-Israel PACs (five of which had also contributed to Denise Majette’s campaign in 2002); at one point in the election race, Johnson had taken in over $128,000 in
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campaign contributions, a total which was more than triple the amount that McKinney had received.  

Certain elements within the Israel lobby are quite active not only in monitoring its perceived enemies, but also in attempts to damage the reputations of those who are unlucky enough to fall out of favour. In Gregory Slabodkin’s article for the Washington Report on Middle East Affairs, journalist Robert Friedman is quoted in describing how in the past, a number of American Jewish organizations would conduct such activity. He states:

Investigators—sometimes overzealous Jewish college students, sometimes sources with access to US intelligence agencies—were used to ferret out critics of Israel, Jew or gentile, wherever they might be. At ADL [Anti-Defamation League] and AIPAC, files were opened on journalists, politicians, scholars, and community activists. Their speeches and writings were monitored, as were, in some cases, their other professional activities. And they were often smeared with charges of anti-Semitism or with the pernicious label of self-hating Jew. The intention was to stifle debate on the Middle East within the Jewish community, the media and academia; for fear that criticism of any kind would weaken the Jewish State.

When one of the prime instigators of such dubious activity, George Kennan, stepped down from his post as executive director of the AIPAC in December 1974, the task of monitoring Israel’s ‘enemies’ was transferred to the department of research and information at the AIPAC, where it would continue to function for decades to come.

The reach of the Israel lobby within American political life is well documented, even at the highest positions of government. Most recently, there was intense speculation regarding whether or not the AIPAC, other American Jewish organizations and pro-Israel US
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politicians would oppose Chuck Hagel; President Obama’s nominee for the vacant Secretary of Defense position.\textsuperscript{77} Although not entirely due to Hagel’s previous opposition to what he once called the ‘Jewish lobby’ it came as no surprise that his nomination (which was ultimately upheld), was filibusted and delayed by Republicans in the Senate; the first time such an event had ever occurred to a nomination for the position of Secretary of Defense.\textsuperscript{78} Oklahoma Senator and ardent supporter of Israel Jim Inhofe, who led the filibuster charge against Hagel, has been quoted as saying, “The anti-Israel history of Chuck Hagel is real. We can’t have someone at the Pentagon who has made these kind of statements.”\textsuperscript{79}

The overbearing influence on US political discourse from organizations such as the AIPAC and other prominent individuals in the Israel lobby disrupts the flow of democracy in American society; it perpetuates a system where money has become the most important deciding factor for elections and where one can be branded as an anti-Semite for simply disagreeing with the policies of the Israeli government and its supporters. In respect to the Christian Zionist movement, biblical prophecy, which is by no means concrete and is quite often subject to interpretation, is hardly an ideal basis for the formation of public policy; one of the United States’ most celebrated founding fathers, Thomas Jefferson, recognized this sentiment and wrote about it; suggesting that society should attempt to build “a wall of separation between Church and State.”\textsuperscript{80} As much as Israel deserves the support and protection of the United States, as should all of Washington’s friends and allies, the ways and means in which the pro-Israel lobby attempt to bolster such support are disadvantageous for the betterment of both Israeli and American society overall. The Israel lobby has seen to it

that a status quo exists in the US-Israel relationship; one that is highlighted by the US’s
tolerations of an utterly deplorable situation in the Occupied Territories.


Chapter 5: The US Role in the Israeli Military Occupation of Palestine

The Israeli military occupation of modern day Palestine (the territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip) began in the year 1967, as a result of the territories Israel conquered in the Six-Day War. In fact, the upcoming date of June 5, 2013 will mark the forty-sixth anniversary of Israel’s victory in that war, and thus dually marking the anniversary of the beginning of the longest currently active military occupation in the world. There are other examples of peoples who cannot claim they belong to an independent state. The Kurds in Turkey, the Basque situation in Spain and France and the Chinese occupation of Tibet have all left certain populations without a preferred recognized state to call their own. Noam Sheizaf, Chief Executive Officer of +972, a web-based magazine devoted to covering the Israel-Palestine conflict, distinguishes between these examples and the current situation in the Middle East:

In all of those cases, the “occupying” country annexed the territory at hand and turned the people living in it—sometimes against their will—into its citizens. Israel never did that. It let the army run the occupied territory . . . Between one-quarter and one-half of the population under Israeli does not enjoy the most basic of civil rights or any political representation within the regime that controls it. Israel is a decent democracy for its Jewish citizens. For Palestinians, it’s a brutal dictatorship.

Undoubtedly, the most regrettable feature of US foreign policy in the last fifty years has been its failure in negotiating a peace settlement between Israel and Palestine. Virtually every US administration in the post Six-Day War era has supported the creation of a two-state solution between Israel and Palestine, but none have been able to achieve it. When Barack Obama was inaugurated as the 44th US President in 2009, a new sense of hope was felt amongst the international community; this was the opportunity for the first ever African American
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President to make considerable progress on the stagnant attempts of previous US administrations to broker an acceptable solution between the feuding nations. On 22 January, 2009, Obama delivered a speech to members of the State Department which highlighted, amongst other issues, his commitment to a peaceful settlement between the Israelis and the Palestinians. Obama’s address, however, appears to be more of the same directionless rhetoric that has become so common amongst the United States’ leaders in regards to ending violence in the Middle East. Noam Chomsky, the Professor Emeritus in the Department of Linguistics and Philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and world renowned critic of US foreign policy, notes that the contours of Obama’s speech were “vague”, and that “Obama had nothing to say about settlement and infrastructure developments in the West Bank, and the carefully crafted measures to control Palestinian existence, designed to undermine the prospects for a peaceful two-state settlement . . . His silence was an eloquent refutation of his oratorical flourishes about how ‘I will sustain an active commitment to seek two states living side by side in peace and security’.”

Not only has the United States failed to broker peace between the two nations, it has in fact perpetuated and indirectly participated in Israeli violence towards Palestine, contradicting a number of its own laws. The Arms Export Control Act (P.L. 90-629) stipulates that US weapons exports to other sovereign nations are prohibited from use for non-defensive purposes. The reality is that US manufactured weapons which, delivered to Israel on behalf of the United States government on an annual basis, have been used to wage a horrible campaign of violence against the Palestinian population. According to the
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Reports on Human Rights Practices 2001, a yearly publication issued on behalf of the US Department of State which details human rights violations in other countries, members of the Israeli security apparatus (presumably the Israel Defense Forces—IDF) have participated in using “excessive force in contravention of their own rules of engagement.”\textsuperscript{86} Excessive force which contradicts Israeli rules of engagement can be more accurately translated as offensive military operations; a clear confutation of the ways in means in which US supplied arms are to be used.

Prominent voices in the international community have spoken out against Israel’s use of US arms in the Occupied Territories. Former Secretary-General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan, once stated that:

I feel obliged to call your attention to disturbing patterns in the treatment of civilians and humanitarian relief workers by the Israeli Defense Forces . . . Judging by the means and methods employed by the IDF—F16 fighter-bombers, helicopter and naval gunships, missiles and bombs of heavy tonnage—the fighting has come to resemble all-out conventional warfare. In the process, hundreds of innocent non-combatant civilians, men, women and children—have been injured or killed, and many buildings and homes have been damaged or destroyed. Tanks have been deployed in densely populated refugee camps and in towns and villages; and heavy explosives have been dropped mere meters from schools where thousands of children were in attendance.\textsuperscript{87}

It has not only been guns, bombs, tanks and helicopters which the United States has provided Israel to brutally subject the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Chomsky notes that during the ‘Al-Aqsa Intifada’, otherwise known as the Second Palestinian Intifada, a period of heightened violence between Israel and Palestine which took place in the early 2000s, “The army’s [IDF]


force of huge, US-provided bulldozers was also called into action to destroy dwellings, fields, olive groves, and forests with utter abandon.\footnote{Noam Chomsky, ‘Cauldron of Animosities’, in Hegemony or Survival: America’s Quest for Global Dominance (London, 2004), p. 181.} The use of bulldozers to enact death and destruction conjure painful reminders of the despairing story of Rachel Corrie, a 23-year-old peace activist from Washington State, who was crushed to death by an Israeli bulldozer in 2003. Corrie was taking part in a nonviolent, direct action protest to protect the home of a Palestinian family from demolition.\footnote{‘Biography’, Rachel Corrie Foundation for Peace and Justice, http://rachelcorriefoundation.org/rachel; accessed May 15, 2013.}

Each passing day is an opportunity for the US government to overcome the pressure of the status quo and place meaningful pressure on the Israeli government to cease its colonization of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Washington’s intransigence on this issue is weakening its diplomatic credibility amongst the populations in Palestine as well as perpetuating anti-American sentiment in the region. Dalia Hatuqa, writing for Foreign Policy, states that during Barack Obama’s March 2013 visit to the Middle East, his trip was viewed with “a mixture of apathy, skepticism, and outright hostility” in the West Bank, and that, “In Ramallah, the de facto administrative capital of the West Bank, posters of the American president were doused with black paint prior to his arrival. In Bethlehem, some of the US flags hung the night before he visited the Church of Nativity were burned.”\footnote{Dalia Hatuqa, ‘Obama’s Empty Words’, April 8, 2013, Foreign Policy, http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/08/obama_s_empty_words?wp_login_redirect=0; accessed May 3, 2013.} During that visit, Barack Obama held a joint press-conference with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas in which he said, “The Palestinian people deserve an end to occupation and the daily indignities that come with it . . . Like people everywhere, Palestinians deserve a future of hope . . . Put simply, Palestinians deserve a state of their own.”\footnote{Remarks by President Obama at a press conference in Ramallah, West Bank, March 21, 2013, in Haaretz, ‘Full Text of President Obama’s Speech in Ramallah’, March 22, 2013, http://www.haaretz.com/news/obama-visits-israel/full-text-of-president-obama-s-speech-in-ramallah-1.511206; accessed May 17, 2013.} If President Obama has any
intent behind those words, he must take deeper consideration into America’s role in perpetuating those indignities.
Chapter 6: Conclusion

Israel has been an invaluable friend and ally of the United States for many years and certainly deserves special consideration for doing so. It is irrational to assume that all of America’s friends and allies should be treated equally; economic and cultural ties will always set a level of precedence in how and which nations interact with each other. The safety and security of Israel has in the past and will always be a high priority of United States foreign policy; and rightfully so. But as the evidence has shown, the partnership in its current form is eroding the fabric of democracy which inherently binds the two nations together.

The current national debt of the United States of America is in excess of $16 trillion, and it is constantly increasing by the thousands, every second, of every day; quite a grim prospect. Estimates for the future are quite bleak as well; the Congressional Budget Office reports in its *Budget and Economic Outlook: Fiscal Years 2013 to 2023*, that “deficits are projected to increase in the coming decade, however, because of the pressures of an aging population, rising health care costs, an expansion of federal subsidies for health insurance, and growing interest payments on federal debt. As a result, federal debt held by the public is projected to remain historically high relative to the size of the economy for the next decade.” It would be quite irresponsible of the US government to continue to provide Israel with over $3 billion annually with the prospect of additional debt, from numerous areas, in the near future. Israel is not a poor nation that is dependent on US subsidy, either. According to the United Nations’ Human Development Index (HDI), a forum which measures the life expectancy rates, education levels and income indices of a country and places them into tiers based on their prosperity, Israel ranks as the 16th most developed country amongst 187
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nations world-wide.\textsuperscript{94} The $3 billion benchmark figure (which in reality is much higher as the evidence has shown) is an outrageous sum to be providing annually to the 16\textsuperscript{th} most developed country in the world, regardless of the affinities between the two governments. A significant portion of the annual $3 billion provided to Israel could be much better spent on programs and other matters requiring immediate attention in American society; namely health care and Social Security. The past thirteen years alone have also seen numerous environmental disasters take place; multiple hurricanes, tsunamis, massive oil spills, volcanic eruptions, destructive tornados and nuclear meltdowns have affected the lives of countless people around the globe. It would perhaps be the most naïve line of thinking imaginable to assume that there will not be many additional environmental catastrophes in the near future. Money (or the lack of it) is clearly one of the most important issues in American society today; it would be most prudent of the US government to use a substantial portion of the economic aid and military assistance it provides to Israel to invest in a more comprehensive disaster relief fund. There is a multitude of areas where such resources could be better appropriated.

With the exception of the outbreak of an unknown epidemic disease, there are essentially two forces in the modern world which have the power to irreparably damage humankind as we know it: nuclear weapons and environmental catastrophe. The fact that Israel has not admitted to possessing WMD capability is an egregious act which is detrimental to the safety of the international community. Israel in effect, has maintained a position of lying by omission for well over forty years on this issue. An internal memo from the Lyndon Johnson administration highlights how “the Israelis [the national government] feels they could develop a nuclear device but would feel correct in claiming they had not

‘introduced’ it so long as they had neither tested it nor made its existence public.”

95 The continuity of the human race is too serious a subject for the Israeli government to skate around, acting with the tacit diplomatic support of the United States.

The Israel lobby has proven itself to be a formidable player in American politics. Although there is nothing overtly illegal in how it influences elections and public policy, there is no doubt that the lobby holds an unequal amount of leverage in political discourse as compared to other interest groups. Certain actors and organizations within the Israel lobby have shown the ability to manipulate members of Congress to provide an unbalanced amount of support to the lobby’s cause. This is detrimental to the American standard of democracy; one group in society should not have such ascendency over its peers. There must be measures initiated to check the growing power of interest groups within US politics.

Leo Tolstoy once wrote, “The most difficult subjects can be explained to the most slow-witted man if he has not formed any idea of them already; but the simplest thing cannot be made clear to the most intelligent man if he is firmly persuaded that he knows, already, without a shadow of a doubt, what is laid before him.”

96 The US-Israeli relationship needs to be re-examined by those who are involved with it; both private citizens and public officials alike. Their stubbornness is perpetuating destitute situations in the West Bank and Gaza Strip; the Palestinian people simply deserve better. It is difficult to accept that in the twenty-first century, with the knowledge and tangible resources at the world’s disposal that situations such as the one in Palestine still exist today. As a leader in the global promotion of democratic values and ideals, the United States should use its position to demand an improvement in Israeli governmental policy pertaining to the Occupied Territories. The US must reduce its amount of diplomatic protection and military and economic support in the

95 Information Memorandum from the President’s Special Assistant (Rostow) to President Johnson, December 12, 1968, Department of State, *Foreign Relations of the United States, 1964-68, Volume XX, Arab-Israeli Dispute, 1967-68* (Washington DC, 2001), Document 349.

event that Israel fails to make progress in this regard. If we are to have any future prospect for peace in the Middle East region, Tolstoy’s timeless words must be heeded.
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